Differential developmental ability of embryos cloned from tissue-specific stem cells.
Although cloning animals by somatic cell nuclear transfer is generally inefficient, the use of certain nuclear donor cell types may significantly improve or deteriorate outcomes. We evaluated whether two multipotent stem cell lines produced in vitro--neural stem cells (NSCs) and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)--could serve as nuclear donors for nuclear transfer cloning. Most (76%) NSC-derived embryos survived the two-cell-to-four-cell transition, the stage when the major zygotic gene activation occurs. Consistent with this observation, the expression patterns of zygotically active genes were better in NSC-derived embryos than in fibroblast clone embryos, which arrested at the two-cell stage more frequently. Embryo transfer experiments demonstrated that at least some of these NSC embryos had the ability to develop to term fetuses (1.6%, 3/189). In contrast, embryos reconstructed using MSCs showed a low rate of in vitro development and never underwent implantation in vivo. Chromosomal analysis of the donor MSCs revealed very frequent aneuploidy, which probably impaired the potential for development of their derived clones. This is the first demonstration that tissue-specific multipotent stem cells produced in vitro can serve as donors of nuclei for cloning mice; however, these cells may be prone to chromosomal aberrations, leading to high embryonic death rates. We found previously that hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are very inefficient donor cells because of their failure to activate the genes essential for embryonic development. Taken together, our data led us to conclude that tissue-specific stem cells in mice, namely NSCs, MSCs, and HSCs, exhibited marked variations in the ability to produce cloned offspring and that this ability varies according to both the epigenetic and genetic status of the original genomes. Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest is found at the end of this article.